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1 Introduction

Traditional operating systems do not provide adequate support for large scale multimedia-on-demand servers. The ob-
jective of the INSTANCE project [10] is to identify and eliminate possible bottlenecks of traditional operating systems
used in most server based systems. So far, we have developed with three possible orthogonal system improvements:
network level framing, integrated error management, and a zero-copy-one-copy memory architecture.

2 Asynchronous Communication Between Information Provider and Consumer(s)

In our project, we regard server-based systems as asynchronous people-to-people communication and consider the
server as an intermediate storage node. As shown in Figure 1, this means that an event, like a soccer game, is
recorded at a remote site, transmitted to a multimedia storage server, and stored on persistent storage (disks). A
remote client can retrieve and play out the information whenever he wants, i.e., like in a Video-on-Demand or News-
on-Demand scenario. Thus, the challenge is to design a system that supports a large amount of concurrent users
retrieving data from the server, e.g., requesting one of the top ten videos from Blockbuster or the latest news from
CNN. The bottleneck is the data retrieval and transmission of data from disk to network. In this context, the most
important performance factors are disk I/O, communication protocol processing, error management, and memory
management. In this extended abstract, we present our proposed approach to improve the design of such a multimedia
storage server to get a high performance, low overhead system supporting a huge amount of concurrent users by a
single storage node.
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Figure 1: Application scenario.

3 Network Level Framing

End-systems have to handle in the OSI reference model all seven protocol layers and in the Internet protocol suite all
four protocol layers, while intermediate systems - or nodes - have only to handle the three lowest layers. The bottle-
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neck in communication is located in transport and higher layer protocols where for example checksum calculation is
among the most time expensive operations.

As shown in Figure 2, current server based systems see an end-to-end relationship between server and client.
Consequently, servers have to handle all the end-to-end protocols when satisfying a request from a client. Data
management system and application are placed on top of the end-to-end protocols. Thus, for each client the same data
must be processed through all the end-to-end protocols performing the same CPU intensive operations.

Upload to server
Frequency: low (1)

Retrieval from server
Frequency: very high

Figure 2: Traditional data storage in a server.

In contrast to the traditional approach, INSTANCE regards a server as an intermediate storage node as shown in
Figure 3. Thus, servers might have to handle in heterogeneous networks only the lowest three layers and in homo-
geneous networks only the lowest two layers. This means that when the data is processed through the “intermediate
system layers”, the data is directly stored on disk including the higher layer packet headers, i.e., the output of time
expensive operations like checksum calculation is stored on disk and can be omitted when the data is later sent to re-
mote clients. The advantage of this approach is that the CPU intensive end-to-end protocol handling is not necessary
- respectively reduced to a minimum - at the intermediate storage node. This results in a reduced load of CPU and
system bus, i.e., in other words, more consumers (clients) can be served with the same hardware resources.

Upload to server
Frequency: low (1)

Retrieval from server
Frequency: very high

Figure 3: Network level framing.

4 Integrated Error Correction

When transferring data from a remote server in a distributed environment, several components along the data path may
fail and introduce errors. To offer an “error-free” service, error detection and correcting schemes are used in several
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subsystems, i.e., in the storage system and the communication system. Thus, the correctness of the information is
checked multiple times, and the functionality is redundant. In INSTANCE, we look at the possibility of integrating
the error management in a disk array (RAID) [3, 9] and a forward error correction scheme in the communication
system [6], i.e., since we are looking at a multicast scheme (see Section 5) for multimedia data, a forward error
correction scheme may be appropriate to avoid retransmissions of data which then will arrive to late to multiple
failing clients.

Traditionally, as depicted in Figure 4, the storage system and the communication system use different error man-
agement mechanisms. A RAID system generates redundant parity information to be able to recover from a disk crash
and restore the data, and when the data is sent to the communication system, a new error mechanism is applied where
a new set of redundant parity information is computed.

Network

Client
Communication SystemStorage System

Error Decoder

Server
Communication System

Error Encoder

Figure 4: Traditional error management.

Figure 5 shows our approach to integrate the different error recovery mechanism in the storage system and the
communication system. Opposed to the traditional data read from a RAID system where the parity information is
only read when a disk error occurs, we would also like to read the redundant error recovery data and transmit this
data to the remote client for use as forward error correction scheme in the communication system. Thus, instead of
reading only the original data, we also read the parity data. All the data retrieved from the storage system is sent to the
communication system where the error encoder, which performs CPU expensive operations, now can be committed
and removed. Finally, the data is sent to the client where the communication system has a similar error decoder for
forward error correction as in the storage system on the server side.
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Figure 5: Integrated error management.

5 Zero-Copy-One-Copy Memory Architecture

The system performance is strongly influenced by the memory architecture where the high cost of copy operations
have been addressed for a long time as one of the major bottlenecks. To be able to support multimedia playout to a
large amount of users, we need a memory architecture which minimizes the number of in-memory copy operations
and the number of identical data copies within the memory.

In the traditional disk-to-network data path, data is copied between the memory locations of all different subsys-
tems (see Figure 6A). Therefore, it is not suitable for high performance systems like a multimedia storage server.
This approach results in several expensive cross domain copy operations. To reduce the overhead of copy operations,
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several zero-copy memory architectures (for example IO-Lite [8], mmbufs [2], the UVM virtual memory system [4],
the Genie I/O system [1], etc. - see [11] for more references), as shown in Figure 6B, have been proposed to enable
data transfers between disk-to-network without physically copying data between the subsystems.
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(A) Datapath in a traditional memory architecture (B) Zero-copy memory architecture

Figure 6: Eliminating physical copy operations.

A “problem” with the current zero-copy architectures is that each client gets an own connection each requiring an
own set of resources. This may result in multiple copies in memory and a lot of processing overhead sending the same
data to a large amount of users through the communication system. This can be solved by a broadcast/multicast (here-
after broadcast) transmission (Figure 7A) where the interested clients join a broadcast reducing the server workload
to send one copy of the data with a broadcast address. The drawback of a traditional broadcast is that all the clients
have to start viewing (retrieving) the same data at the same time. Thus, a client arriving late has to wait until a new
broadcast transmission begins, or he has to join the current transmission where he loses the already transmitted data.
Figure 7B shows a delay minimized broadcasting scheme (á la pyramid broadcasting [12], skyscraper broadcasting
[7], or greedy disk conserving broadcasting [5]) where each video is partitioned in growing partitions. Each partition
is then broadcasted in rounds, i.e., when it is finished it just restarts at the beginning of the partition. The basic idea
behind the partitioning scheme is that the download of the next partition does not take longer than the playout of the
former. Thus, making the first partition small reduces the start delay to the time it takes to transmit the first partition.
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(A) Traditional broadcast (B) Delay minimized broadcast

Figure 7: Reducing resource requirements and response time.

As we can see, there has been done a lot of work in the area of eliminating in-memory copy operations and in the
area of serving multiple clients with a minimized initial delay. However, current zero-copy architectures may still have
a copy per client in memory, and each client’s data is processed through the communication system. Furthermore, the
delay minimized broadcasting schemes copy data between subsystems. Thus, in INSTANCE, we will integrate a zero-
copy memory architecture with the delay minimized broadcasting scheme to remove all in-memory copy operations,
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remove per client copies, reduce processing overhead, and still minimize the response time (Figure 8). We have called
our architecture “Zero-Copy-One-Copy” referring to a zero-copy data path and one copy of the data shared among all
users.
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Figure 8: Integrated zero-copy and minimized delay broadcasting.

6 Status and Future Work

In our current status, we are about to start implementing a test system for the network level framing and evaluate
the use and performance of such a mechanism. The integrated error management mechanism is under development
where we evaluate the use of different error recovery schemes (and combinations of such schemes) in our integrated
mechanism. The zero-copy-one-copy memory architecture are also under development where we have the zero-copy
memory architecture called mmbufs [2] and the UVM virtual memory system [4] supporting a zero-copy data-path,
both from Washington University, St. Louis, to build the delay minimized broadcasting scheme on. We are currently
working on NetBSD (in which both mmbuf and UVM are implemented), but operating systems such as the library
operating system Nemesis will also be evaluated.

Future work include implementation and evaluation of these mechanisms, evaluation of other existing mechanisms
which may be integrated including existing error mechanisms and zero-copy mechanisms, and the integration of all
these concepts into the operating system for support of a multimedia storage server.
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